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Abstract—Human society increasingly values energy efficiency
and savings in energy consumption. In line with this, smart
homes are receiving an increased attention because of their
potential for a more efficient utilization of electric devices by the
means of demand response (DR) programs. This paper presents
a mixed-integer linear programming model of a household that
contains all relevant appliances with the DR potential. For
controllable appliances, real load profiles logged in the Demand
Response Laboratory at the University of Zagreb Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing were used, while the Kmeans technique was used to cluster the representative days. The
developed model is used to analyze possible savings in electricity
costs under different tariff designs.
Index Terms—demand response, smart homes, thermal energy
storage, batteries, machine learning, K-means

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to uneven geographical distribution of fossil fuels and
the pollution they cause, the world is turning toward energy
efficiency and renewable energy sources. The main goal of
energy efficiency is to maintain the same level of comfort,
while at the same time reducing energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.
Renewable energy sources are predominantly variable and
noncontrollable, unlike the conventional power plants. Due
to their dependence on weather conditions, it is impossible
to make a 100% accurate prediction of their output. Since
they are based on power electronics, they can only partially
provide an inertial response in a form of synthetic inertia.
Consequently, their participation in the regulation of the power
system is quite limited. Thus, renewable sources could increase
system imbalances and one of the potential solutions for
providing flexibility are demand response (DR) programs,
implementation of thermal energy storage (TES), batteries and
distributed energy sources.
The main goal of DR programs is to smooth the load curve
by performing load shifting or, as a last resort, shedding. The
consumers involved in such programs enjoy various financial
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benefits, while the system benefits from greater flexibility and
operational efficiency.
Residential sector in Europe is responsible for 40% of
energy consumption and CO2 emissions, making it the largest
energy consumption sector [1]. On the other hand, according to
Eurostat, space heating accounts for 63,6% and water heating
accounts for 14,8% of the total energy consumption in the
EU households [2]. As the Clean Energy for All Europeans
package aims to decarbonize Europe by year 2050, changes
in the residential sector are indispensable. One of the ways to
achieve this goal is to improve energy efficiency of buildings,
implement smart systems for DR, and integrate energy storage,
all of which is impossible without the activation of end-users.
A. Literature review and motivation
Weather conditions have a great impact on energy consumption, therefore geographical locations significantly affect
the utilization of DR programs [3]. Although the share of
households with installed batteries and distributed energy
sources is still relatively small, many authors, e.g. [4], consider
households with this technology. One of the reasons for their
low integration is primarily their price, which mainly depends
on their capacity, so [5] defines optimal sizes of PVs and
batteries for households under the different charging tariffs.
Considering that a large portion of household electricity
costs encompass heating [2]. A detailed overview of the available TES technologies is provided in [6], while [7] provides
an overview of the methods and applications of TES in the
residential sector. Electro-thermal heating systems represent a
great potential in terms of the DR [8], but when performing
energy management one should not compromise the user’s
thermal comfort [9].
All recent packages of guidelines for the EU’s energy policy
define a new market entity whose purpose is to enable small
market players, such as households, to aggregate and actively
participate in electricity markets. This new entity is called
an aggregator, and [10] is focused on the strategic interaction between an aggregator, an end-user, and the electricity
market. Having in mind that when using dynamic prices the
households somehow have to acquire the price signals, smart
meters play a significant role in the implementation of DR
programs. Because a very large number of households still

do not have smart meters, [11] proposes modeling of the
households without the smart meters based on data from
households with smart meters.
In order for aggregated households to provide flexibility to
the system, many economical and technical constraints need
to be satisfied [12]. However, when managing the users’ consumption, an aggregator has to consider the users’ preferences
[13], [14]. The end-users are still not educated enough about
the DR programs and even though there are some ways to
motivate them to change their habits by participating in the
DR programs, the main motivation for them are potential
cost savings. Paper [15] includes the behavioral economic
theory in modeling of DR because the human dimension has
a significant role in utilization of such programs.
Even though all European directives consider the end-user
activation to be crucial, the choice of programs for activation
of households in the EU markets is still poor. Currently,
the only way of activating the households is an implicit DR
program, i.e. time-dependent tariffs. Households still cannot
participate in explicit DR programs where their consumption
management is outsourced. In this paper, we investigate the
costs of energy consumption and scheduling of appliances
under different DR programs in a smart household equipped
with the most advanced controllable devices, distributed energy resources, battery, and hot water tank (HWT). To improve the credibility of the results, we use real load curves
of controllable devices measured in the Demand Response
Laboratory at the University of Zagreb Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing [16]. To avoid performing a yearround simulations, we use a machine learning technique Kmeans for clustering the representative days, and then running
our simulation only for a limited number of days.
II. M ODEL AND I NPUT DATA
A. Mathematical model
The proposed model aims to minimize the costs of the
household. The considered household consists of distributed
energy sources (PV panels), energy storage (battery and
HWT), controllable (washing machine, dishwasher, and tumble dryer) and uncontrollable load. The objective function, as
well as the constraints of each part of the household, are given
and explained in subsections II-A1–II-A7. The input data of
the proposed model is given in subsection II-B.
1) Objective function: Objective function (1) minimizes the
total energy costs of the household. The first part of (1) refers
to the costs of the energy purchased from the grid, while the
second part refers to the profit made from selling the energy
to the grid. Equation (2) is an extended version of (1), which
includes a capacity reservation fee (reserve activation happens
in real time and is outside of the scope of this paper). πtb and
πts are purchase and selling prices of the electricity while π r
is the reserve capacity price. ∆T is the time constant and pbt ,
pst , prt are bought, sold and reserved power at the time period
t.

min

X
(∆T · πtb · pbt − ∆T · πts · pst )

(1)

t

min

X

(∆T · πtb · pbt − ∆T · πts · pst − π r · prt )

(2)

t

2) Power balance constraint: Pbase
is the uncontrollable
t
load power, Ptpv is the PV output power, puu,t is the power of
dis
controllable device u, pch
are the charging and the
t and pt
discharging power of the battery, and pht is the power of the
auxiliary heater.
X
dis
h
t
pbt −pst = Ptbase −Ptpv +
puu,t +pch
t −pt +pt , ∀t ∈ Ω (3)
u

3) Grid exchange constraints: Constraints (4)-(5) limit the
power a household can inject/extract to/from the grid. PGC
is the maximum grid exchange power and xGC
is a binary
t
variable that forces a single-way power flow.
0 ≤ pbt ≤ P GC · xGC
t ,
0≤

pst

≤P

GC

· (1 −

∀t ∈ Ωt

xGC
t ),

∀t ∈ Ω

(4)
t

(5)

4) Controllable loads constraints: The purpose of equation
(6) is two-fold. The binary variable xuu,t indicates whether the
device is turned on or not, and setting its sum to be equal to
1 limits the device activation to once a day. The parameter D
indicates the cycle length of the device. It is used in equation
(6) to prevent the device from being activated unless its cycle
can be finished by the end of the day. Equation (7) ensures that
once a device is turned on, its working cycle is uninterruptible.
The cycle continuity is assured by a binary matrix. In this
matrix, a block of D moments has a value of 1 starting from
the moment the device is activated, while in all other moments
the value is 0. The binary matrix multiplies with Ptu , which
is a measured power of the controllable device u.
TX
−D

xuu,t =
t=1
D−1
X
puu,t =
xuu,t′
t′ =0

1,

∀t ∈ T,

· Ptu ,

∀u ∈ Ωu

∀t ∈ Ωt ,

∀u ∈ Ωu

(6)

(7)

5) Battery constraints: The most common charging model
of a battery used in papers is the standard model in which
charging power is constant during the whole charging cycle
and does not depend on the batteries state of energy. In this
paper, we use the model proposed in [17] where the charging
power depends on the current battery’s state of energy. For
brevity, these constraints are omitted, however, an interested
reader can find the relevant constraints in [17].
6) HWT constraints: The state of the stored heating energy
at time period t in HWT evolves from the previous time
period, charged energy via the auxiliary heater pht , discharged
loss
energy for hot water demand pwd
t , and energy losses pt . The
charged power is limited to the maximum output power of the
auxiliary heater P h (9). The state of energy h(t) has its upper
and lower limit, modeled in (10).

≤

P h,

∀t ∈ Ω

H ≤ ht ≤ H,

t

(8)
(9)

∀t ∈ Ω

t

(10)

7) Reserve constraints: When a device is scheduled for
the up reserve provision ability, it means it is able to reduce
its energy consumption. On the other hand, when it takes
part in the down reserve capacity, it is able to increase its
energy consumption. In this paper, the appliances that provide
the reserve are controllable devices (washing machine, dryer,
dishwasher), the battery, and the HWT, as defined in (11).
Controllable devices can provide only up reserve if they are
in operation, while the battery and the HWT can provide both
up and down reserve. Since we assumed the same reserve fee
price for both the up and down reserves, we summed all the
reserve-related variables whether the reserve is up or down, as
shown in (11). rtb and rtb are up and down reserve provided
by the battery, while rth and rth are up and down reserve
provided by the HWT. Constraints that enable a household
to provide reserve are (13)-(16) for the battery, and (17)-(19)
for the HWT. Equation (12) limits the maximum reserve power
that a household can offer. Variable soet is the battery state of
energy and Pch is the battery maximum charging rate.
prt =

X

puu,t +rtb +rtb +rth +rth , ∀u ∈ Ωu , ∀t ∈ Ωt

(11)

u

prt ≤ P GC ,
soet +

rtb

∀t ∈ Ωt

· ∆T ≤ soe,

rtb · ∆T ≤ soet , ∀t
dis
ch
b
−pch
t + pt + rt ≤ P ,
dis
b
ch
pch
t − pt + rt ≤ P ,
rth ≤
pht

+

rth

h(t) +

pht ,

rth

∀t ∈ Ω
∈Ω

∀t ∈ Ω

≤ P h,

(12)
(13)

t

(14)

∀t ∈ Ω
∀t ∈ Ω

t

t

t

(15)
(16)
(17)

∀t ∈ Ω

≤ H,

t

t

(18)

t

(19)

∀t ∈ Ω

B. Input data
The observed smart household consists of PV panels with
the installed capacity of 10 kW, the HWT is Ariston Velis Evo
[18], the battery is Varta pulse Neo 6 battery [19], controllable
devices are a dishwasher, a dryer, and a washing machine
TABLE I
C ASES
Case
Objective function
Tariff

IMP1
(1)
TOU

IMP2
(1)
RTP

EXP
(2)
RTP with RF

TABLE II
E NERGY CONSUMPTION OF CONTROLLABLE APPLIANCES PER ONE CYCLE
Appliance
Energy [kWh]

Washing machine
0,828

Dishwasher
0,921

Tumble dryer
0,426
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loss
ht = ht−1 +pht · ∆T − pwd
· ∆, ∀t ∈ Ωt
t · ∆T −pt
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Fig. 1. a) Washing machine load profile; b) Tumble dryer load profile

and uncontrollable devices. Hot water demand is taken from
[20]. P GC is 20 kW [21]. The mathematical model is used
to analyze the energy costs of a smart household and the
scheduling of controllable loads under different tariff schemes.
The energy pricing tariffs are time-of-use (TOU) pricing, realtime pricing (RTP), and RTP with a capacity reservation fee
(RF). Electricity prices used in the TOU tariff were taken
from [22], while electricity prices in the RTP case changes
every hour based on prices from the day-ahead market [23].
The network fee, taken from [24], is included in the purchase
energy prices in all cases. The RF is 0,005 C/kW/h [25] and
the time step of offering a reserve is 15 min. When selling
electricity to its supplier a smart household is awarded 90%
of the purchasing price (without the network fee). In the case
study we analyze three cases presented in Table I. IMP1 and
IMP2 are both cases of an implicit DR with the same objective
function but different pricing tariffs (TOU vs. RTP). EXP is
a case of explicit DR and therefore has a different objective
function (2), which includes the RF.
1) Controllable load: With the development of technology,
both the load profiles and energy classes of the devices
change. In this paper, we use the actual load profiles of
the currently most advanced devices available. Load profiles
of Samsung WW90M741NOA washing machine, Miele G
7360 SCVi dishwasher, and Miele TWJ660 WP tumble dryer
were measured in the Demand Response Laboratory at the
University of Zagreb Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing [16]. Measured and scaled load profiles are given
in Fig. 1 (scaled load profiles are derived to conform to the
15-minute resolution used in the case study), while energy
consumption of the devices is shown in Table II. It is easy
to note that the energy consumption of appliances used in
this paper is much lower as compared to the conventional
devices. By investing in new appliances, energy efficiency of
a household can be significantly increased.
2) Uncontrollable load, PV output and electricity price:
Since energy consumption varies depending on the day of the
week and the season, when analyzing the costs of a household
or the savings it can achieve, it is necessary to simulate the
whole year. Having in mind the 15-minute time step of our
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Fig. 3. a) Cost per representative day; b) Income per representative day; c)
Net income per representative day
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III. C ASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION
We first present the economic gains achieved under each
case. Fig. 3 shows the households’ cost for purchased energy,
income from sold energy and reserve, and net income (the
difference between the two) for each representative day. When
net incomes per representative day are multiplied with the
number of each representative days in a year and summed,
the annual net income per case is 57,03 C in the IMP1
case, 96,81 C in the IMP2 case, and 384,66 C in the EXP
case. Thus, intentionally taking part in the reserves market
is a very attractive option for a household, at least using the
data from this case study. The implicit demand response cases
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model, to reduce the execution time we ran the model for a
number of representative days.
One of the ways to obtain representative days is a machine learning unsupervised technique called clustering [26].
There are many different algorithms for data clustering, but
the algorithm used in this paper is the K-means. It is an
iterative algorithm that arranges the data into K clusters,
where parameter K is a predefined value and cluster is a
collection of data points aggregated due to their similarities.
Since K is a predefined parameter, it would be optimal for
K to match the so-called natural classification. From many
different techniques that could be used for determining the
optimal K, the one used in this paper is the elbow method.
It is a graphical method that plots the value of the error
function produced by the different values of K. The optimal
value of K is the one at the elbow point of the function. The
optimal K for our data is six. Since the K-means method
calculates centroids as the mean of all examples belonging to
a cluster, the example closest to the centroid was chosen as
the representative day. Fig. 2 shows the data for representative
days used in the simulation. Uncontrollable load profiles used
in this paper are generated by the Load Profile Generator [27].

(QHUJ\>N:K@

Fig. 2. Representative days: a) PV outputs; b) Uncontrollable load profiles;
c) Electricity prices
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Fig. 4. a) Battery state of energy; b) HWT auxiliary heater power consumption

result in much lower profits as they do not benefit from the
reserves market capacity fee. In the EXP case, the household
is motivated to provide as much reserve as possible, shown
in Fig. 5. Due to the volatility of prices under the RTP, this
case much better utilizes the battery and HWT, as presented
in Fig. 4, and therefore has much lower electricity costs than
the IMP1 case which utilizes the TOU tariff.
As shown in Fig. 4, in both cases where the RTP is used,
the battery is performing arbitrage by charging at low-price
periods and discharging at high-price periods. On the other
hand, due to low volatility of prices under the TOU tariff, the
battery is practically not used at all. HWT also contributes to
the utilization of RES and price volatility. The auxiliary heater
turns up during the low-price periods or during the high PV
production periods and heats the water for later use. Under the
TOU tariff, the heater must turn on more frequently during the
high-tariff period because this period is too long for the HWT
to maintain the given temperature throughout the day.
In the EXP case, the reserve provision is economically
motivated by its objective function. Therefore, the household
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Fig. 5. Total offered reserve and its structure during the day

provides as much reserve as possible. As shown in Fig. 5,
the battery and the HWT provide reserve in both directions,
depending on their current power values, while controllable
devices provide only up reserve when they are turned on.
This means that controllable devices can be paused to reduce
their consumption at any time. The maximum provided reserve
occurs during the period when controllable devices are turned
on, i.e. the early hours. The rest of the day only the battery
and the HWT provide the reserve. It is important to note that
the balancing market prices for offering the reserve were used,
but neither the activation of the reserve nor the aggregator’s
profit were considered. Thus, the actual household profit may
be lower for the aggregator’s cost of service and its profit
margin.
Fig. 7 shows the power balance for each case for the first
representative day. In all three cases, the household purchases
energy from the grid during the low-price periods in order to
cover the load, charge the battery or heat the water. During
PV production, after all household power needs have been
covered, the surplus is sold to the grid. Fig. 6 shows different
scheduling of controllable devices depending on the price
signals. In the EXP and the IMP2 case, negative prices during
the night are utilized by turning on the controllable devices.
In the IMP1 case, the price of purchased energy and network
fee during the lower tariff period is 0,0531 C/kWh in total,
while the selling price during the higher tariff period is 0,0554
C/kWh. Therefore, the household turns on its controllable
devices during the lower tariff period and sells the produced
energy during the PV production period, also shown in Fig.7.
In summary, only by including dynamic prices did household net incomes increase and energy storage and RES were
better utilized. By including the household in the reserve market, due to additional income, the total income has multiplied.
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Fig. 6. Scheduling of controllable devices: a) washing machine ; b) dishwasher; c) tumble dryer
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Fig. 7. Power balance per case a) EXP ; b) IMP1; c) IMP2

IV. C ONCLUSION
DR programs enable smart usage of electricity by decreasing the energy consumption in periods of high demand.
Instead, a household can satisfy its needs in periods of low
demand and low prices, and therefore increasing the utilization
of RES. This results in a smoother load curve with fewer
peaks, reduced energy costs, and, consequently, increased
efficiency of the power system and increased overall reliability.
On the other hand, it is necessary to develop the tariffs that
will motivate the activation of end-users and to educate them
on the possibilities in the electricity market. Since the price of
technology that can participate in these programs is still high,
the investment cost must also be considered in future work.

Another avenue to pursue would be analyzing the impact of
RES and smart technology operation and maintenance costs.
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